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RIEMANNS FUNCTION HAS AN EXPONENTIAL BOUND

PAUL R. BEESACK

Abstract. The Riemann function v(t: x) of a hyperbolic characteristic initial value

problem has been much used in recent years to provide upper bounds for functions

which satisfy Gronwall-type integral inequalities. This note gives a direct proof of

the fact that ü satisfies an inequality of the form v(t: x) =s exp(/,v h(s) ds).

In 1972, D. R. Snow [13, 14] gave one of the first Gronwall-type integral

inequalities involving two independent variables. His technique was to reduce the

inequality to a second-order partial differential inequality, which he then integrated

using Riemann's method. In 1973, E. C. Young [18] extended Snow's technique to

the case of n independent variables, and later J. Chandra and P. W. Davis [5] gave a

further extension to integral inequalities involving matrix functions. Since then, the

method has been often used (see, for example, [1, 3. 4, 7-12, 15, 17]) to give upper

bounds for functions u: R" -> R which satisfy integral inequalities of the form

(1) u(x) ^a(x) + fb(t)u(t)dt,
J\a

where

[X--dt= f"--- fX---dtx ■■■dt„.
•V' fx°„ Jx,

In fact, under appropriate hypotheses, Young's theorem [18] gives the best possible

upper bound, namely

(2) u(x) < a(x) + f a(t)b(t)v(t; x) dt,

where v(t; x) is the Riemann function relative to the point x for the characteristic

initial value problem

(-\)"vlr..ln(t;x)-b(l)v(t;x) = 0,

\v(t;x)=\    if t¡ — x( for any i = 1,2,...,«.

In [13] Snow noted that v(t; x) is the generalization of an exponential function

exp(¡f b(r) dr) which appears in the corresponding bound for a one-dimensional

Gronwall inequality (1). The purpose of this note is to give a direct proof of the fact

that, when b(t)> 0, the Riemann function v(t; x) is actually bounded above by this

exponential function. This implies, for example, that if also a > 0 in (1), then a more
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explicit (if cruder) upper bound for u can be given, namely

(4) u(x)*Za(x) + fa(t)b(t)explfXb(r)dr\ dt.

Such a result, (4), has recently been obtained by the author [2] for a more general

inequality than (1), but in a context not involving the Riemann function. Moreover,

inequality (5) appears in the middle of a proof [5, Corollary 1] of a matrix version of

an extension of (4). (In [5], the argument is also obscured by the fact that the

inequality v *£ exp(/¿>) is obtained by applying a form of the main theorem with the

inequality sign reversed.) Despite this, the result does not appear to be known. In

view of the fact that in most cases where Riemann's method is employed in the cited

papers, only an upper bound on u is required (or obtained), it seems to be

worthwhile to give a direct proof of the inequality

(5) v(t;x)<exp{f b(r)dr\.

We state the result in the form in which it is most often applicable, with x° = 0 and

x > 0. Here we use the partial order in R": t < x means t¡ < x¡ for 1 < i «s n.

Theorem. Suppose b: R" -» R is continuous and nonnegative for x > 0, and v(t; x),

0 < t < x, is the Riemann function defined by (3). Then (5) holds for 0 < t *£ x.

Proof. As noted in [13, (5) and 18, (11)], v(t; x) is the solution of the integral

equation

/x b(s)v(s; x) ds.
>

This also follows either by integration of (3) or by differentiation of (6). Moreover,

v(t; x) has the Neumann series representation

00

(7) v(t; x) = 2uk(t> *)>
o

where u0(t; x) = 1 and, for k > 1,

k

(8) uk(t;x)=fb(t)uk_x(tx;x)dtx = ■■■= ff ■ ■ f  \[b(t,) dtk ■ ■ ■ dtx.
1 '        'l '*-!    1

(See also [18] and W. Walter [16, pp. 143-144].) To estimate this integral we use the

technique of A. M. Fink [6], as used also by the author in [2]. Set t = (?,,... ,tk) E

Rnk, let a denote the set of all k ! permutations of ( 1,2,..., k ), p E o, and

S - [i: t «£/, «Sf2 < • • • < tk_x < tk *z x),

S„ = [t: t < tB < t„ <•••*£ t„     < t. < x).
P t Pl P2 Pk-\ Pk )

Because of the symmetry of the integrand B(t) = IIf b(t¡), it follows that

uk(t; x) = ( B(t) di= ( B(t) dt   for all p E o,
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whence

«*(*;*)= 2 f B(t)dt/k\.

If p, q are different permutations in a, then /I = Sp n S has /i/c-dimensional

Lebesgue measure 0 since A is a subset of some hyperplane t¡ = í of dimension

n(k — 1). In addition, we clearly have

C=  [J SpE[t,x]k = [t,x]X---X[t,x],
pE:a

where [/, x] = {s£R":(<s< x). (Note that for « > 1, " C " cannot be replaced

by " = " because " < " is only a partial order in R".) It now follows that for

0 =s t < x,

ï Y   k

uk(t; x) = ÍB(t) dt/k\<¡' ■■■ j ][b(t,) dtk--- dtx/k\,
Jc Jt Jt    i

or

(9) uk(t;x)<(fb(s)ds\ /k\    forO *£ t < x, k = 0,1.

The conclusion (5) now follows from (7) and (9).

More generally, even if b changes sign, it is clear from the above analysis that

(10) \v(t;x)\<expl(X\b(s)\ds\    forO^r^x.

This extends the range of applicability of the Riemann method in dealing with

integral inequalities (1).
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